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Teaching Idea

Note that the convention of north at the
top of maps came about because navi-
gators used a magnetic compass to
determine direction. In Grade 4, stu-
dents in Core Knowledge schools
learned about the invention of the com-
pass by the Chinese. Point out compass
roses on a variety of maps.  

Teaching Idea

Before introducing the lakes on each
continent, take stock of what students
already know about each continent. For
example, before talking about Asian
lakes, discuss what students already
know about Asia.

is accurate at the point where it touches, but is less accurate as you move away
from the point of contact. The plane projection is also called the azimuthal
[AZ-em-MUTH-al] projection. A common form of this projection is a polar pro-
jection, in which the North or South Pole is used as the central point of contact. 

Robinson Projection
The Robinson projection is the most commonly used representation in text-

books. It is called a “compromise projection” because it tries to strike a compro-
mise between some of the other kinds of projection. The goal is to minimize the
limitations and distortions inherent in the other schemes while capturing their
strengths. In a Robinson projection, the shape and size of continents is somewhat

distorted, but less so than with the Mercator projection. The areas around the
poles appear somewhat flatter than they are on a globe, but the areas at the
eastern and western edges of the projection are fairly accurate. As is the case
with conic projections, the parallels and meridians on the resulting map are
curved. 

B. Great Lakes of the World
Background

A lake is a large inland body of water. A river may feed into a lake and a
river may flow out of it. The Great Rift Valley of East Africa has several lakes
and rivers running through it. There are lakes on most continents and most
of them contain fresh water. Lakes are often important sources of water for
irrigation and hydroelectric power, as well as transportation and recreation.

Asia: Caspian Sea and Aral Sea
The Caspian Sea actually lies between Europe and Asia, in the area known as

Eurasia. The Caspian borders the countries of Russia, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan,
Iran, and Azerbaijan. It is the world’s largest inland sea, spanning 143,000 square
miles (370,368 sq. km), and has no natural outlets to the ocean; a canal links the
Caspian Sea to the Black Sea. The sea lies 92 feet (28 m) below sea level and is
fed by rivers such as the Volga. In recent years, the sea has been shrinking because
water is being drawn off the rivers that feed it for use in irrigation. The Caspian
Sea is used for fishing, especially in the northern regions, and is an important
source of oil and natural gas.

The Aral Sea is bordered by Uzbekistan to the south and Kazakhstan to the
north. The Aral Sea was once the world’s fourth-largest lake. However, in recent
years, it, too, has been shrinking due to diversion of the rivers that feed it to irri-
gate fields devoted to cotton production. In fact, it has shrunk by more than 40%
since the 1960s. This has caused the water in the sea to become highly saline,

Use Instructional Masters 14a–14b.

Great Lakes of the World

Master 14a Grade 5: History & Geography
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Fill in the chart with information about the great lakes of the world.

Name Lake Superior Lake Michigan Lake Huron Lake Ontario Lake Erie Lake Titicaca

Location

Latitude/
Longitude

Elevation

Approximate
Surface Area
Saltwater or
Freshwater

Characteristics
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killing large numbers of fish. The area around the sea is also heavily polluted and
the population suffers from high rates of cancer, tuberculosis, and other infec-
tious diseases. The Aral Sea is a good example of how human behavior can cause
profound changes in nature. It can be taught as a cautionary tale. 

Africa: Victoria, Tanganyika, and Chad
Lake Victoria is the second-largest freshwater lake in the world, second only

to Lake Superior in North America. Victoria is the largest lake on the African con-
tinent at 26,828 square miles (69,484 sq. km). It borders Tanzania, Uganda, and
Kenya in eastern central Africa. It is also known as Victoria Nyanza, its Bantu
name. The lake was named after Queen Victoria of Britain by British explorer
John Hanning Speke, the first European to reach it. It is the chief source of the
Nile River and is in a depression between the Eastern and Western Rift Valleys in
East Africa. The lake contains more than 200 species of fish. The completion of
the Owens Falls Dam on the Nile raised the level of Lake Victoria and is an impor-
tant source of hydroelectric power. 

Lake Tanganyika [tan-gan-YEEK-ah] is the second-largest freshwater lake on
the African continent and is the longest (420 miles or 676 km) and second-deepest
(4,700 feet or 1,433 m) lake in the world. It borders Tanzania, the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (formerly Zaire), and Burundi. It is also part of the Great Rift
Valley system in East Africa. Farmers grow rice and other crops along the shores of
the lake. Animals who live around the lake include hippopotamuses and crocodiles. 

Lake Chad is a shallow freshwater lake that borders the countries of Chad,
Nigeria, Cameroon, and Niger. It has no outlets and is sometimes referred to as a
“drowned prairie” because it is extremely shallow, with a large number of islands
covered in grasses dotting its surface. In fact, Lake Chad is so shallow that it is in
danger of drying up completely! Fishing is an important industry on Lake Chad,
and a number of significant archeological discoveries have been made in the sur-
rounding area. 

North America: The Great Lakes
Lake Superior is bordered by Canada to the north and east, and the states of

Minnesota to the west and Wisconsin and Michigan to the south. It is the largest
body of freshwater in the world, with a surface area of 31,700 square miles
(82,103 sq. km), and is the largest of the North American Great Lakes. Some 200
rivers drain into the lake and it is a part of the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes
Waterway. As such, it is a major transportation route. However, some parts freeze
in winter, which limits its transportation season to about eight months. The
shores around the lake are sparsely populated and as a result, it is the least pol-
luted of the Great Lakes. The lake is a popular recreation and fishing area.
However, the introduction of foreign species, particularly the sea lamprey, as a
result of the ships that travel the lake, resulted in a serious decline in native fish
populations. Scientists are now attempting to control the growth of foreign fish
populations with chemicals that will not affect native species. Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow’s famous poem “The Song of Hiawatha” begins: “By the shore of
Gitche Gumee, / By the shining Big-Sea-Water, / At the doorway of his wigwam,
/ In the pleasant Summer morning, / Hiawatha stood and waited.” The name
Gitchee Gumee was derived from a Native American name for the lake, which
means something like “big water.” 33

Teaching Idea

Duplicate and distribute one copy to
each student of Instructional Masters
15 and 16, Great Lakes of the Eastern
Hemisphere and Great Lakes of the
Western Hemisphere. Describe the
location of each lake and have stu-
dents label the correct lake on the
map. Then have students, drawing on
knowledge from earlier grades and
new research, draw and label other
important physical features on their
maps: 
1. important mountain range(s) on

each continent
2. highest mountain on each continent
3. important rivers
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Use Instructional Master 15.

On the map of the Eastern Hemisphere, locate and label each lake listed below.

Bonus question: Why are the Caspian Sea and the Aral Sea considered lakes?

Great Lakes of the Eastern Hemisphere

Master 15 Grade 5: History & Geography
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Purpose: To use a map to locate and label five major lakes of the Eastern Hemisphere

Lake Tanganyika Lake Victoria Lake Chad

Caspian Sea Aral Sea
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Teaching Idea

Make the study of lakes more interest-
ing by connecting each lake to a story
or event. For example, when teaching
about Lake Superior, you might share
the story of Hiawatha, or you might tell
students the story of the Edmund
Fitzgerald, the massive tanker that sank
in the lake during a storm in 1975.
Gordon Lightfoot told the story of this
tragedy in a ballad that contains a great
deal of interesting information about the
ship, the wreck, and the Great Lakes.
Students may enjoy listening to the
song as a culminating activity. 

Lake Huron is the second-largest North American Great Lake (23,000 square
miles or 59,570 sq. km) and is bordered by Canada to the north and east and the
state of Michigan to the south and west. It is also part of the St. Lawrence and Great
Lakes Waterway and is connected on its western side to Lake Superior by the St.
Mary’s River and the Soo Canals, and to Lake Michigan by the Strait of Mackinac.
Fishing and lumbering are important economic activities, and the lake is used exten-
sively for commercial transportation. However, as with Lake Superior, areas often
freeze in the winter, limiting the shipping season to about eight months. 

Lake Michigan is the third-largest Great Lake and the largest freshwater lake
located entirely within the United States. The lake covers about 22,300 square
miles (57,757 sq. km) and is bordered by Michigan to the north and east,
Wisconsin to the west, Illinois to the southwest, and Indiana to the southeast. It
is part of the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes Waterway, and the Chicago River links
the lake to the Mississippi River and, via the river, the Gulf of Mexico. Chicago
and Milwaukee are important ports. 

Although the Sequence only lists Superior, Huron, and Michigan, you may
also wish to teach the other two Great Lakes. They are briefly described below.

Lake Erie is the fourth-largest of the five Great Lakes. It is named for Erie
Indians who once lived along its shores. Lake Erie forms the boundary between
Canada and the United States (specifically, the states of Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and New York). It covers 9,910 square miles (25,667 sq. km). The
lake lets out at its eastern end through the Niagara River. The water descends at
Niagara Falls as part of its journey from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario. During the War
of 1812, U.S. commodore Oliver H. Perry defeated a British squadron on Lake Erie
and secured the Northwest for the United States. The Erie Canal, which students
study in American history for this grade, connects Lake Erie with the Hudson River
and the Atlantic Ocean. Today the steel industry depends upon the movement of
iron ore and limestone across the Great Lakes to ports on Lake Erie, including
Cleveland. The lake became badly polluted in the 1960s but has since improved.

Lake Ontario is the smallest of the Great Lakes. It covers 7,550 square miles
(19,554 sq. km) and is fed by water from the Niagara River. The lake was explored by
the French but came into British control after the French and Indian War. The name
Ontario comes from an Iroquois word meaning either “beautiful lake” or “sparkling
water.” The climate along the lake’s shores is appropriate for fruit growing and the
region is a major producer of apples, pears, plums, peaches, and cherries.

South America: Maracaibo and Titicaca 
Lake Maracaibo [mare-uh-KAI-bow] is a large body of water in South

America and is located in Venezuela. Experts disagree on whether Maracaibo
should be considered a sea or a lake because of its connection via a strait to the
Gulf of Venezuela on the Caribbean Sea. The water in the southern portion of the
lake is fresh, but the part of the lake closer to the ocean is brackish.

The lake contains rich oilfields and is suffering from pollution from oil spills.
Fishing is another major industry. A large portion (approximately 12%) of the
lake’s surface is now covered with a plant called duckweed. Despite efforts by the
government to eradicate the weed, it reproduces so rapidly that the cleanup can
barely keep pace with the new growth. Although the plant doesn’t appear to harm
marine life in the lake, it may become a hazard to fishing boats and other vessels
that use the lake for transportation.

Use Instructional Master 16.

On the map of the Western Hemisphere, locate and label each lake listed below.

Bonus question: Learn the names of the Great Lakes in the United States. Make up
your own acronym to help you remember the names of the lakes, using the first letter
of each lake to make up the word.

Great Lakes of the Western Hemisphere

Master 16 Grade 5: History and Geography
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Purpose: To use a map to locate and label seven major lakes of the Western Hemisphere

Lake Superior Lake Michigan Lake Huron Lake Ontario

Lake Erie Lake Titicaca Lake Maracaibo
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Teaching Idea

Connect Lake Titicaca with students’
study of the ancient Inca civilization,
a topic introduced in Grade 1 and
taught in more depth in this grade. 

History and Geography: World 119

Lake Titicaca [tee-tee-KAH-kah] is bordered by Peru and Bolivia. It is the
largest freshwater lake in South America, and, if Maracaibo is considered a sea, it is
the largest lake in South America. Located in the Andes Mountains, it is the world’s
highest large lake and is an important transportation route between Peru and
Bolivia. Located more than 2.37 miles (3.8 km) above sea level, Lake Titicaca is the
highest navigable lake in the world. Powered boats steam across the lake carrying
passengers and freight. But Lake Titicaca is also home to ancient boats made of
reeds by indigenous people called the Uru who predate the Inca. The Uru live in
marshlands on platforms also made of reeds they harvest from the lake.

The Big Idea 
in Review
Maps and globes are
used to show location
and other aspects of
human and physical
geography.

Review
Below are some ideas for ongoing assessment and review activities. These are

not meant to constitute a comprehensive list. Teachers may also refer to the
Pearson Learning/Core Knowledge History & Geography series for additional infor-
mation and teaching ideas.

• Assign each student (or pairs or groups of students) a country to study. You
can also allow students to select countries that interest them as long as the coun-
tries they select represent a variety of continents. As you discuss each geograph-
ical concept, have students conduct research to find out how that concept applies
to their country. As a starting point, students may use world almanacs to research
longitude and latitude information. The CIA website (see More Resources) pro-
vides the latest maps of the world, along with brief facts and statistics about each
region, including populations, languages spoken, and other categories of interest.
Students can print out political maps of their countries. After students have com-
pleted the subsection “Great Lakes of the World,” ask them to label the lakes on
a map of their country, if applicable. Students can also conduct research to find
other lakes in their country, and then compare the size of the lakes. (This is an
excellent math connection.) Have students share their findings, and compare and
contrast similarities and differences among the countries. All work can be kept in
a “My Country” folder or journal. Also look for opportunities to review geogra-
phy and map concepts as you study the history topics for this grade, e.g., share
maps of Europe during your study of the Renaissance.

• As a culmination of this unit of study, have students write an essay based on
the big idea for this section. Post the topic on the board: “Describe in essay form
how maps and globes are used to show location and other aspects of human and
physical geography.” Have students justify their answer with facts learned in this
unit of study.  

• Have students select one of the climate zones that they found interesting in
this unit. Then, have students create a report that would describe a typical day
living in that area. For example, they can include what animals live there, what
the temperature might be at a certain time of the year, or what you might wear if
you are going out on a certain day. Then, have students complete an illustration
to include with their report. Share these with the class. 
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